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Abstract—It is significant for companies to ensure their businesses conforming to relevant policies, laws, and regulations as the consequences of infringement can be serious. Unfortunately, the divergence and frequent changes of different compliance sources make it hard to systematically and quickly accommodate new compliance requirements due to the lack of an adequate methodology for system and compliance engineering. In addition, the difference of perception and expertise of multiple stakeholders involved in system and compliance engineering further complicates the analyzing, implementing, and assessing of compliance. For these reasons, in many cases, business compliance today is reached on a per-case basis by using ad hoc, hand-crafted solutions for specific rules to which they must comply. This leads in the long run to problems regarding complexity, understandability, and maintainability of compliance concerns in a SOA. To address the aforementioned challenges, we present in this invited paper a comprehensive SOA business compliance software framework that enables a business to express, implement, monitor, and govern compliance concerns.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A service is a distributed object that is accessible via the network and has certain characteristics: The service offers a public interface and is both platform- and protocol-independent. Service-oriented Computing (SOC) is the paradigm in which services are used as the main constructs for composing distributed systems. Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) is the main architectural style for SOC. In this paper we focus on a particular kind of SOAs, which is process-driven. In a process-driven SOA, a process engine is used to orchestrate services in order to implement business processes.

This paper deals with issues of compliance in process-driven SOAs. IT compliance means in general complying with laws and regulations applying to an IT system, such as the Basel II Accord¹, the International Financial Reporting Standards², the French financial security law³, and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act⁴. Laws and regulations are, however, just one example of compliance concerns that occur in process-driven SOAs. There are many other rules and constraints in a SOA that have similar characteristics. Some examples are service composition and deployment rules, service execution order rules, security policies, quality of services (QoS) rules, or licenses.

In the ideal case, a software framework for automatically dealing with all kinds of compliance would be provided. Unfortunately, there is the problem that it is almost impossible to formalize all details of a jurisdictional text, as they are usually subject to interpretation by domain experts or judicial experts and typically contain complex references to other (jurisdictional) texts. For this and other reasons, today, in many cases, compliance is reached on a per-case basis using hard-coded solutions that span diverse components of the SOA.

The consequence is that systems containing implementations of compliance concerns are hard to maintain, hard to evolve or change, hard to reuse, and hard to understand. It is difficult to ensure guaranteed compliance to a given set of rules and regulations, as well as to keep up with constant changes in regulations and laws. In many cases, domain experts are not involved enough in the system design, and hence often compliance implementations are missing important domain aspects.

In this paper, we propose an end-to-end approach to business compliance to overcome these issues in the domain of process-driven SOAs. In particular, our approach offers novel techniques for the whole software and compliance life cycle including modeling, implementing, monitoring,
and governance. At design time, the view-based modeling framework, domain-specific languages tooling, and model repositories shall support the development and modeling of processes and compliance concerns. During run-time, the compliance governance framework shall provide mechanisms for monitoring compliance concerns, detecting compliance violations, and reporting to stakeholders.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a Mobile Virtual Network Operator process extracted from a real industrial case study is exemplified to illustrate our approach and the realization of our approach. Section III describes the overall architecture of the proposed end-to-end business compliance framework. The view-based modeling framework, domain-specific languages tooling, and a model-aware service environment are presented in Section IV whilst the compliance governance framework is elaborated in Section V. Section VI discusses the relevant literature. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. Case Study

Modern mobile telecommunication infrastructures are rapidly expanding into SOAs. This is motivated by the need for delivery of advanced multimedia voice and video services to the users through new telecom service delivery platforms. It is crucial to provide real-time monitoring of such services (e.g. the services’ QoS parameters and licensing clauses) and adaptability mechanisms to react to any compliance violations.

In this paper, we demonstrate our approach in a Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) process that provides advanced telecom services such as on-demand aggregated audio and video streaming content (see Figure 1). The MVNO process, which is offered by a fictitious company, namely, WatchMe, shall serve as a proxy between customers and audio and video streaming providers. As the MVNO process executes, a customer can log in and search for the audio and video content of his choice. As the search complete successfully, the customer is provided the requested media streams. In this way, the MVNO process enables the customers to watch, for example, a selected sport event with an audio commentary in the chosen language.

There are several business compliance requirements that the MVNO process must comply with. For instance, the MVNO process must ensure particular quality levels of provided services, the protection of customer personal and payment data, the compliance with the licenses of content providers, and so forth. The terms and conditions of the offered services are regulated by appropriate Service Level Agreements (SLAs) that contain various compliance requirements. In this paper, we illustrate our approach with two compliance concerns that are quality of services (QoS) and licensing. Nevertheless, our approach is applicable to other compliance concerns as well.

![Figure 1. The scenario of the MVNO case study](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compliance Concern</th>
<th>Example Compliance Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QoS: Availability</td>
<td>The availability of the Login and Search services must be more than 99%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS: Processing-Time</td>
<td>The Search service must return useful searching results within less than 2 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS: Minimal-FrameRate</td>
<td>The minimal frame rate that the Stream service provides is at least 15 frames per second (fps).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensing: Composition permission</td>
<td>Only pre-defined combinations of video and audio providers are allowed due to the licenses specified by the video provider.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensing: Pay-per-view plan</td>
<td>The WatchMe enterprise acquires a limited number of streams based on the amount paid to the media supplier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensing: Time-based plan</td>
<td>The WatchMe enterprise acquires any number of times any possible streams in a certain period, based on the amount paid to the media supplier.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: EXCERPT OF COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS OF THE MVNO PROCESS

As illustrated in Table I, there are many QoS and licensing compliance requirements associated with the MVNO process and accompanying services to ensure that the process is compliant to the negotiated SLAs. It is crucial to monitor and avoid any potential compliance violations which lowers the services’ quality offered to its customers. Monitoring any performance drops of the quality of the third parties’ services is also important because these can impact the overall performance of the MVNO process. In addition, some licensing compliance requirements must be satisfied in order to ensure that the data streams are properly delivered to the customers according to the contract established between
III. Conceptual Architecture

Our end-to-end approach to business compliance is achieved through a conceptual architecture illustrated in Figure 2. This architecture covers the whole life cycle of business compliance at design time and runtime.

At design time, the View-based Modeling Framework (VbMF) along with the domain-specific language (DSL) tooling and model repository enable modeling and sharing process-driven SOAs and compliance concerns that we would like to address. The models capture a process-driven SOA in form of architectural views, with each view providing a distinct perspective (concern) of the SOA [8, 11, 20, 21]. The domain-specific languages complement these view models with the specifications of compliance concerns. Finally, the design time components generate code that is deployed to the various platforms to be executed.

At runtime we have the execution environment to which code is deployed, for example, business processes are executed by a process engine. Dynamic verification and validation at run-time are performed by rule-based event-driven monitoring. The runtime compliance monitoring component can query the Model-Aware Repository and Service Environment (MORSE) to leverage models for runtime analysis and reasoning [9]. The monitoring results are assembled for comprehensive reporting on a compliance governance dashboard.

---

IV. Process-driven SOAs Development and Compliance Modeling

A. View-based Modeling Framework

The View-based Modeling Framework (VbMF) [20, 21] exploits the notion of architectural views [11] to reduce the complexity of software development in process-driven SOAs. In our approach, each view model is a (semi-)formalized representation of a particular process-driven SOA concern such as the control flow, service interactions, data handling, message exchange, or human interaction [8, 14, 20–23]. All VbMF view models are built up around a Core model as shown in Figure 3. The Core model plays an important role in our approach because it provides essential concepts for extending and integrating view models, and establishing and maintaining the dependencies between view models [20–23]. A new concern, for instance, a certain compliance concern, can be integrated into our approach by using a corresponding New-Concern View model that extends the concepts of the Core model and defines additional (and/or domain-specific) concepts of that concern.

---

Figure 2. Overview of the Architecture

Figure 3. Overview of the View-based Modeling Framework
the tracing from the running process to the corresponding process models. This will be elaborated in Section IV-C.

Figure 4 shows the MVNO process implemented using VbMF. The business and domain experts sketch out the fundamental behavior of the MVNO process to achieve the business goal using the Flow view as well as define high-level business objects such as customer requests using the abstract Information view. The IT experts will refine these concepts in the low-level views that are specific to the BPEL and Web services technology. The process implementation in form of Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)\(^5\) and Web Services Description Language (WSDL)\(^6\) code can be quickly generated out of the aforementioned views for deploying and testing.

B. QuaLa: A DSL for Specifying QoS Compliance Concerns

So far we have presented the development of process-driven SOAs via the view-based modeling framework (i.e., the left part of Figure 3). Next, we elaborate the DSL tooling for modeling compliance requirements relating to process-driven SOA concepts and elements along with a model repository for storing, sharing, and inquiring about process and compliance models.

To offer expressive and convenient languages for the different stakeholders, our approach provides a separation of DSLs into multiple sub-languages, where each sub-language is tailored for the appropriate stakeholders [17]. We divide our Quality of Service Language (QuaLa) into two sub-languages. The first language, the high-level QuaLa, is tailored for experts of the QoS domain and offers expressive notations for specifying the required QoS compliance concerns. Hence, the high-level QuaLa serves for specifying which QoS compliance concerns to monitor. In Figure 5(a) we illustrate an example of specifying one of service’s QoS constraints presented in Table I using our high-level QuaLa.

The second language, the low-level QuaLa, extends the high-level QuaLa for specifying the required technological aspects that are needed for monitoring the QoS constraints during the runtime of the system. Hence, the low-level QuaLa serves for specifying how to monitor the corresponding QoS compliance concerns. In Figure 5(b) we present our low-level QuaLa and how to use it for specifying the technological aspects.

Based on the high- and low-level specifications, the QuaLa code generator generates interceptors for measuring the services’ QoS properties at runtime. The interceptors send events to the runtime compliance governance components, which are responsible for checking the QoS compliance concerns.

C. Model-Aware Repository and Service-Environment

In our approach, all models (i.e., meta-models and conforming models (cf. [4])) are stored in a model repository. For this we have employed MORSE [9, 10] as a central component of the architecture as shown in Figure 2. For the compliance monitoring of the business processes, different services in the SOA reflect on models. Using MORSE they can look-up these models and related models dynamically and in a service-oriented fashion at runtime.

Our approach applies the MDD paradigm to generate service description, process code, deployment artifacts, and monitoring directives out of the VbMF view models. In a typical MDD approach, there are no backward or traceability links in the sense that the generated source code “knows” from which model it has been created. For correlating model instances or code at runtime with source models or model instances, respectively, traceability of model transformations is essential.

To overcome this limitation in order to achieve traceability, models (as the output of the generator) can hold a reference to their source models. As MDD artifacts in
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Figure 5. Quality of service language (QuaLa)
In this section we present the compliance governance framework for monitoring the compliance of business processes at runtime. It is the bottom part of the architecture depicted in Figure 2, and its detailed view is provided in Figure 6. Runtime governance starts with deploying a BPEL business process to the Apache ODE process engine. The process contains the UUIDs of the process model and the UUIDs of the activities relevant for monitoring compliance requirements. After the deployment a Process Deployed system-level event is emitted in the Apache ActiveMQ Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).

Both the Event Log and the Complex Event Processing (CEP) engine are subscribed to the ESB to receive all system-level events relevant to runtime compliance monitoring. The goal of CEP is to detect violations (complex event patterns) within the low-level streams of events generated by the process engine. The results of CEP will be shown in the Compliance Governance Dashboard, allowing for near real-time detection of violation patterns of events, which could lead to violations of the licenses of the content providers. Hence, it is possible to verify event violations detected on the fly and take actions to avoid such violations in the future. In this way, the dashboard allows business process experts to react quickly and efficiently to violations.

The Event Log stores all low- and high-level events. The Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) routines extract the data from the Event Log and load them into the Data Warehouse. The Analysis/Business Intelligence component is used to perform advanced off-line analysis of the historical data about compliance violations to raise awareness of the overall compliance status of the company. The MORSE repository may be queried in order to perform drill-down analysis to see in detail what at lower levels led to violations. The results of the off-line compliance monitoring of all compliance requirements (e.g., QoS and Licensing) are shown on the Compliance Governance Dashboard. Section V-B describes the use of the dashboard in the MVNO scenario. In the subsequent sections, we describe the major components of the runtime compliance governance framework including the Rule-based, Event-driven Compliance Monitoring component and the Compliance Governance Dashboard. For further details of the rest of the runtime compliance governance framework, please consult our previous work in [5].

A. Rule-based Event-driven Compliance Monitoring

In order to be able to quickly react to compliance violations, it is important to conduct the online monitoring of process execution. In our approach, we realize the runtime monitoring using complex event processing (CEP) for efficient and fast detection of events that match violation patterns. The process engine generates events during the course of process execution. The CEP engine aggregates the events and evaluates them according to a number of predefined rules. Listing 2 presents an excerpt of the event-based rules for monitoring the violations of the composition permission licensing concern shown in Table I. Those rules are used by the CEP engine to detect patterns of video and

---


---

V. RUN-TIME COMPLIANCE GOVERNANCE

![Figure 6. Runtime compliance governance architecture](image-url)
audio request events that are not compliant with a certain license.

In this case, the pattern includes combinations of Watch-MeGetAudioStream events from the audio stream of AudioSport and from the video stream of VideoSport in a certain session. The query has to match only the events related to the same session (matching is done by the "sessionID" property of the events). CEP allows for constant, real-time accumulation of events collected to evaluate the event patterns specified within the rules. Thus, any compliance violation specified by the CEP rule is evaluated in real-time, i.e., just in time when the last event required to match the event pattern arrives. When the rule is positively evaluated, the proper notification of compliance violation is immediately sent to run-time compliance dashboard. The notifications are also stored for off-line processing and analysis.

Listing 2. An example of event monitoring rules in the MVNO process

B. Compliance Governance Dashboard

The current state of compliance of the organization’s business processes is shown in the Compliance Governance Dashboard (CGD) that comprises a number of Key Compliance Indicators (KCIs) widgets and interactive tables. It is possible to quickly check violations in different perspectives (e.g., business vs. compliance) and summarization levels (e.g., compliance source, requirement, or policies, which group related requirements, such as licensing requirements). In our approach, KCIs are defined and their values are displayed in the dashboard. Having both business and compliance perspective and different summarization levels, it is possible to show high-level information (e.g., KCIs of compliance sources) useful for CEOs and CFOs and low-level information (e.g., list of violations events per compliance requirement) useful to technical experts.

Figure 7 shows the monitoring of compliance requirements in the MVNO process. The top left part contains the KCIs of different business process activities in descendant order, where the first widget shows the compliance source or activities with the lowest compliance performance (the worst case). The results of monitoring QoS compliance requirements from Table I are reported in the top right part of the CGD. In addition, the CGD also offers interactive tables (the bottom part) that enable users to inspect the details of KCIs from the highest level information to the lowest level. The values showed by the KCIs are calculated based on the compliance requirements and the data stored into the Data Warehouse. For example, looking at the interactive table the business and domain experts can see the high-level KCIs showing that the Composition permission concern is 100% compliant whilst the monitoring of QoS concerns shows unexpected results that need to be investigated and addressed. Furthermore, the IT experts can click on these high-level KCIs to drill down and investigate the root causes and technical details of the compliance results. For more technical details about the CGD design and implementation, we recommend the readers to consult [18] and the CGD website.

VI. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss the major related works in the area of an end-to-end framework for business compliance in general as well as model repositories and compliance runtime monitoring and governance. We categorize compliance into two main strategies: “compliance at design time”, i.e., the implementation of compliance through designing it into a system, and “compliance at detection runtime”, i.e., the implementation of compliance by monitoring a system’s compliance state.

Namiri et al. [16] support compliance experts to add control patterns to the business process models to make the processes compliant. In our work, we concentrate to support the stakeholders with tailored model-driven DSLs that automatically transform the compliance requirements into rules that are checked during the system’s runtime.

AMOR [1], Odyssey-VCS 2 [15], and EMFStore [12] are model repositories that follow a similar approach to our MORSE approach. These repositories have a focus on the versioning aspect of model management (see also [2]). In contrast, MORSE abstracts from modeling technologies and its UUID-based implementation allows for a straightforward identification of models and model elements. None of the mentioned model repositories offers an integration scheme for runtime events, like our approach, or automated model generation and deployment capabilities.

For checking “compliance at runtime”, Sriraman et al. [19] focus on business utility and agility provided by

8http://compas.disi.unitn.it/CGD/home.html
the union of SOA, event-driven architecture and model-driven architecture. The approach does not consider monitoring and reasoning business compliance. During the last decade Business Activity Monitoring has gained a lot of attention, and dedicated tools have been proposed to support it (e.g., Oracle Business Activity Monitoring, HP Business Availability Center, Nimbus IBM Tivoli, among others). The compliance management part of these tools, if any, comes in the form of monitoring of SLA violations, which need the SLA formal specifications as one of their inputs. In our research, we adopt a more general view on compliance (beyond SLAs, which are a special case to us) and cover the whole life cycle of compliance governance, including an appropriate dashboard for reporting purposes. Such tools still do not have the capability to process and interpret generic events. They only support the definition of thresholds for parameters or SLAs to be monitored. Also, the ability to compare monitored business process executions or, more in general, business patterns with expected execution behaviors is not supported.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no research approaches that specifically address the issue of visualizing compliance concerns using dashboards. Existing approaches, such as described in [3] or [6], do not provide suitable navigation models supporting different analysis perspectives, summarization levels, and user roles.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this invited paper, we have presented an end-to-end approach and architecture for dealing with business compliance in process-driven SOAs. In summary, our approach supports stakeholders to deal with the variety of compliance requirements, including, but not limited to, QoS policies or license policies. The presented view-based, model-driven framework lays a solid foundation for modeling process-driven SOAs and compliance engineering. DSLs and view models together can be tailored to present compliance concerns to each stakeholder in an understandable form. During the course of process execution, a runtime governance infrastructure enacts the detection of compliance violations and compliance reporting according to the monitoring directives generated from the compliance DSL models. For this, traceability information emitted in process events is used and dynamic model look-up is supported through a model-aware service environment that consolidates design- and runtime use and management of models. Finally, the stakeholders, such as business analysts, IT experts, and end-users, can use the compliance governance dashboard to observe and analyze the current status of software systems’ compliance, the root cause of any compliance violations, and so forth.
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